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My Favorite Sport is to do Yoga and Surf in Bali
if you are looking for a good activity or sport to pass your holiday perfectly, it is very recommended to you to try
surf Bali!

Nowadays, everybody love to do sport. Some peoples prefer to go to the gym or do another types of indoor sports
to shape their body without getting burned. But for me, personally, I prefer to do outdoor sports, such as
skateboarding, jogging, Yoga, and surﬁng in Bali.
Well, sometimes yoga could become an indoor sport, but I prefer do yoga outside, especially in the beautiful
garden with beautiful ambiance. Yoga is one of my favorite sports to do. With this type of sport we could become
more powerful and relax at the same time. We can shape our body and enjoy a good ambiance of nature when we
do yoga in Bali.
Bali is a beautiful island which is blessed by its beauty of nature. This island propose many perfects locations for
you who want to do yoga in the beautiful area. It is very possible for you to do yoga in the middle of green rice ﬁeld
or in the seaside. Because of its location which is surrounded by blue ocean, Bali also propose tens perfect
locations to do surf.
Bali has both black and white sands beaches in its four corners: south, north, west and east. Most of people love to
start their surf day in the south of Bali, more precisely in Kuta and Canggu. Both of the beaches have a small
waves which is safe for beginners who want to start their surf Bali day.
Yes, surf is another types of my favorite outdoors sports to do in Bali. This kind of sport is being popular both for
local or tourists. By doing surf in Bali, we could have a good chance to touch the beauty of Bali. Ocean is become
its soul. So if you are looking for a good activity or sport to pass your holiday perfectly, it is very recommended to
you to try surf Bali!
Are you a beginner? Please contact some surf camp in Bali and get your both surf and yoga retreat with the best
dealing in Bali!
#Surfbali #SurfYogaBali
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